CHIPPEWA VALLEY RAILROAD
FOUNDATION
JULY, 2021
Next Meeting

- July 6, 2021 at the Depot 7 PM

Update Highlights:
• We opened on Memorial Day as planned
• Ridership has been good. No rain out days.

The New Season began May 31, Memorial Day
• Memorial Day was our second busiest opening. Nearly 500 passengers showed up to ride the
trains. The new, West Side Branch Line proved to be a success on tow accounts. One, the
steam train can be seen from Carson Park Drive as was originally planned and second,
moving trains out of the platform faster. Most of the day, only one train was unloading and
loading at a time.
• Our new operating procedure continues to work well. We are discussing making it
permanent.
•
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New Operation - Conductors on the train

June Operation Pictures. This summer we added a riding conductor to each train. Each
conductor punches tickets for assigned train, checks doors, coordinates with engineer for
departure, and assists passengers departing at the end of the ride. The conductor also alerts
the depot and waiting train on the platform of his/her train as it moves around the loop. Top
left Jerry Halfen is the conductor on the diesel train set. Ethan Winters is the conductor on
the steam train. Marc Brown, bottom left is watching a backup move after No.16 was filled
with water at the tower. Bottom right, Lacy Sahr and Frank Garber waiting for the steam train
to return.
Photos - Dan Perkins
unless noted
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Wednesday Work Session Projects- Page 3 and 4

Checking Grades. Byron Bobb sets up to
check rail grades. Dave Peterson is
confused. On the right, Byron explains.

Wige-Wag Light. Kirk Olson fabricated a wig-wag light for 8101,
the G-16 diesel locomotive. Several G-16’s were built with wig
wags that mimicked Mars headlights on full-sized diesels.
Replacement units are no longer available. in this picture are the
components Kirk fabricated before final assembly. The light will
be mounted on the plate on the left. The light in now in
operation. Check it out next time you are in the park.
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Wisconsin Dairyland Program Participants in a youth program
started working with us throughout the summer. They began with a
track project were new rails replaced 16 pound rail with our
standard 12 pound rail. Repainting the depot will be next on the
agenda for them. Bob Brunner, left, helped supervise the work.

Second Steaming Bay Marc Brown, Kirk
Olson, Jerry Halfen, and Tyler Doney placed
rails on the frame for the second steaming
bay. The work was done on one of the
Wednesday Works sessions. Marc Brown
welded the rails in place. 6 and 1/2 hours
from start to finish on a hot day.
If you wish to work on Wednesdays, email
Dave Peterson davep@2dlp.com to be
included in the notices.
“The Planning Huddle”
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